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12Abstract
13Climate researchers use carbon dioxide emission scenarios to explore alternative climate
14futures, potential impacts, as well as implications of mitigation and adaptation policies. Often,
15these scenarios are published without formal probabilistic interpretations, given the deep
16uncertainty related to future development. However, users often seek such information, a
17likely range or relative probabilities. Without further specifications, users sometimes pick a
18small subset of emission scenarios and/or assume that all scenarios are equally likely. Here, we
19present probabilistic judgments of experts assessing the distribution of 2100 emissions under a
20business-as-usual and a policy scenario. We obtain the judgments through a method that relies
21only on pairwise comparisons of various ranges of emissions. There is wide variability
22between individual experts, but they clearly do not assign equal probabilities for the total
23range of future emissions. We contrast these judgments with the emission projection ranges
24derived from the shared socio-economic pathways (SSPs) and a recent multi-model compar-
25ison producing probabilistic emission scenarios. Differences on long-term emission probabil-
26ities between expert estimates and model-based calculations may result from various factors
27including model restrictions, a coverage of a wider set of factors by experts, but also group
28think and inability to appreciate long-term processes.
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301 Introduction

31Scenarios of future greenhouse gas emissions are important tools for exploring possible
32future climatic changes and the associated impacts (IPCC 2008; Moss et al. 2010;
33Nordhaus 1994b; van Vuuren and Carter 2014; Wong and Keller 2017). Baseline emis-
34sion scenarios are the thread connecting the three working groups composing the Inter-
35governmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) Reports: integrated assessment models
36produce such scenarios (Working Group III; WGIII), which are fed to climate models
37producing climate change projections (WGI) which, in turn, are used, together with the
38socio-economic implications underpinning baseline emissions, to assess the impacts of
39climate change (WGII).
40Scenarios are beset with deep uncertainties that are inherent in assumptions about factors
41such as future technology developments, lifestyle changes, policy formulations, and economic
42and demographic trends (Arrow and Fisher 1974; Walker et al. 2013). Several methods are
43used to deal with this “deep” uncertainty (Schneider 2002). We group them in three overarch-
44ing categories and lay out the main arguments of their proponents, as well as the counterar-
45guments from detractors.
46One approach emphasizes that assigning probabilities, or probabilistic statements, to
47scenarios is not meaningful at all as there is insufficient information to make such assessments
48and, instead, the scenarios should be considered as alternative plausible futures (Nakicenovic
49et al. 2014).
50A second approach considers scenarios to be equally likely in the absence of
51sufficient information to decide otherwise consistent with the principle of insufficient
52reason (Sinn 1980) that was first enunciated by Bernoulli and Laplace (Bernoulli 1896;
53de Laplace 1814). This principle states that if one is ignorant of the process that leads to
54an event occurrence (and therefore has no reason to believe that one way is more likely
55to occur, compared to others), it is a good starting point to assume that all possible
56events are equally likely (see, for example, Sinn 1980). Wigley and Raper (2001) used
57this assumption in their interpretation of a set of baseline emission scenarios that did not
58have explicit probabilities attached.
59A third approach emphasizes the importance of assigning explicit (subjective) proba-
60bility statements to long-term emission projections. Schneider (2002) illustrated this view
61by pointing out that stating a meteorite can destroy the Earth is a useless statement for
62policymakers unless it is accompanied by information on the probability of such an event.
63Researchers with similar views have used more probabilistic scenario approaches, even
64though such approaches suffer from the need to assign probabilities to events that are
65inherently unknown (see, for example, Berger et al. 2017; Hall et al. 2012; Webster et al.
662003). A compelling reason in favor of providing probabilistic information is that, even
67in the absence of formal probabilities, scenario developers and scenario users will make
68implicit probability assessments: based on current knowledge, the scenarios reported or
69used are apparently considered to be plausible enough for policy making, if they are not
70already interpreted as all equally likely. In the specific case of the IPCC reports, for
71instance, scenario information is conveyed across working groups, i.e., across disciplin-
72ary fields. In such settings, ambiguity in the implicit probabilistic assumptions made by
73different groups can be even more problematic. The main critique to this approach,
74however, is that the deep uncertainty simply makes any assessment of probability
75meaningless and can in fact distract people from looking at the full range of options.
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76Integrated assessment models are tools used to generate future emission scenarios inde-
77pendent of the approach taken with respect to likelihood (see Weyant 2017 for a detailed
78discussion on the models). A recent, prominent example of model-based scenarios is shared
79socio-economic pathways (see Fig. 2), which figure prominently in the most recent assessment
80reports from the IPCC. These scenarios embrace the first approach: scenarios are not assigned
81probabilities and, instead, are considered to be possible, alternative futures (Riahi et al. 2017).
82While we agree that assigning probabilities is hard, the simple idea motivating our research
83is that the lack of information on probability may force users to make implicit personal
84probability assessments that may be inaccurate, uninformed, increase the variance in the
85interpretation of the scenarios, and lead to poor decisions and outcomes. This may be true,
86for example, for users that belong to other disciplinary fields, e.g., researchers in climate
87science and climate impacts or for users who are outside academia such as government
88officials assessing national policies. For instance, people often interpret the set of scenarios
89as bounds for largest/smallest emission levels (e.g., Wigley and Raper 2001). Alternatively,
90users may interpret a scenario as being more likely than others (see, for example, the choice of
91scenarios in Fig. 3 of Burke et al. 2015). A final example demonstrating the need to account for
92the deep uncertainty surrounding emission scenarios is the challenge of designing coastal
93flood-risk management strategies (Bakker et al. 2017a, b Q4; Wong and Keller 2017). Flood risk
94management strategies typically aim for low annual exceedance probabilities, for example, one
95in a hundred years (Jonkman et al. 2013). The performance of these strategies is highly
96sensitive to the upper tails of sea-level projections (Sriver et al. 2012). Because the upper tails
97of sea-level projections can hinge critically on the upper tail of emission projections, it is
98crucial to assign reasonable probability mass to this tail and to not cut it off (Fuller et al. 2017;
99Keller and Nicholas 2015; Sriver et al. 2012, 2018).
100Given these motivations, we use a relatively new method (Fan 2018; Por and Budescu
1012017) to assess the probability distributions of future emissions of carbon dioxide (CO2) over
102the range implied by SSP scenarios. This method uses expert judgments—but instead of
103directly asking how likely a possible outcome is, it asks experts to judge the relative likelihood
104in multiple pairwise confrontations of two possible outcomes. We elicit the expert judgments
105about the emission scenarios without specifying the key drivers and without relying on any
106specific assumption. As is often the case in expert elicitation, we expect that the experts’
107judgments are based on, and reflect faithfully, their reading and interpretation of the relevant
108literature and various model simulations they have come across during their professional
109careers. We compare the resulting distributions with the emission ranges coming from the
110SSP implementation (Riahi et al. 2017) and the results of a recent multi-model uncertainty
111quantification analysis (Gillingham et al. 2018). Such multi-model quantification analyses can
112provide complementary insights to the expert elicitation method used here.

1131.1 Subjective probabilities of emissions

114Several problems stand in the way of estimating subjective probability distributions of future
115greenhouse gas emissions. Conceptually, assessing long-term global emissions is a complex
116and deeply uncertain problem with a very long time horizon (Lempert 2002; Revesz et al.
1172014). Such projections depend on a multitude of interacting sources of uncertainty from
118various domains involving technical factors (e.g., the ability to capture and store carbon
119dioxide), social factors (e.g., rates of future population growth) and, of course, uncertainty
120about policy decisions affecting emissions in various countries, international agreements, and
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121future technological innovations (e.g., Anadon et al. 2016; Arrow et al. 1995; Butler et al.
1222014a, b; Thompson et al. 2016). Rogelj Q5et al. (2011) document at least 193 published
123emission pathways alone in the time periods between 2010 and 2020. Standard estimation
124procedures can also be susceptible to various biases such as overconfidence (Bakker et al.
1252017a, b; Draper 1995), anchoring (Ariely et al. 2003; Tversky and Kahneman 1974), and
126sensitivity to the partition of the range of the variable (Fox et al. 2005).
127Furthermore, from a methodological point of view, estimating subjective probability
128distributions of future greenhouse gas emissions is nontrivial. When quantifying the distribu-
129tion of continuous variables, it is often necessary to “discretize” them into a finite number of
130“bins” prior to estimating the probability associated with each bin. Fox et al. (2005) demon-
131strate that in many cases, the results are sensitive to the nature of the partition adopted, because
132people often anchor their judgment on an ignorance prior probability of 1/number of bins.
133Furthermore, when asked “what is the probability that the 2100 emissions will be between Xi

134and Xu CO2”, people tend to pay extra attention to this “focal” event and think of evidence
135supporting it and attend much less to the complementary outcomes (Tversky and Koehler
1361994). One consequence of this pattern is that the sum of the judged probabilities over all the
137bins often exceeds one, violating the unitarity axiom. A powerful and compelling illustration is
138the recent study by Bosetti et al. (2017) who found extreme violations of the unitarity principle
139by delegates from multiple countries at the Paris COP21.
140We adopt an approach designed to drastically reduce these problems. Instead of asking
141people to judge probabilities of various events, we ask them to compare pairs of events to each
142other and determine which of the two is more probable, and by how much. This approach
143relies on relative comparative judgments that are easier and more natural to judges than
144absolute judgments (Einhorn 1972; Morera and Budescu 1998) and can yield more accurate
145estimates (Fan 2018; Por and Budescu 2017). Since judges are not directly estimating the
146probabilities of specific events, they need not worry about the probability of their union adding
147up to one. Asking judges to compare pairs of events also reduces the tendency to focus on the
148target (focal) event, which is likely to encourage people to treat the two events in similar
149fashion, and seek to retrieve reasons in favor, or against, both events being compared.
150Given an n-fold partition of the distribution, there are n(n-1)/2 distinct pairwise compari-
151sons, so the procedure generates more data points than parameters being estimated. This allows
152us to (1) test for the internal (in)consistency of one’s judgments and (2) estimate the single best
153fitting distribution according to well-defined statistical objective functions. In this spirit, we
154explicitly refer to this procedure as one that estimates (rather than elicits) a judge’s subjective
155probability distribution. The Supplemental Materials (SM) have additional details on the
156technical implementation of this procedure.

1571.2 The present research

158We report results of three studies using this approach. For all three studies, we recruited climate
159change experts through Integrated Modeling Assessment Consortium (http://www.
160globalchange.umd.edu/iamc) online mailing lists. In addition to the straightforward goal of
161documenting the judges’ perceptions, quantifying their beliefs, and documenting the points of
162agreement and the degree of inter-judge variability, the studies were designed to test two main
163methodological hypotheses about the new estimation procedure. Study 1 tests the hypothesis
164that the method is relatively insensitive to the partition (binning) of the target range; studies 2
165and 3 use two different policy scenarios and test the hypothesis that the method is sufficiently
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166sensitive to capture the impact of the (relatively subtle) differences between them. The latter
167two studies vary in terms of the displays that were presented to the judges and, as such, test the
168impact of the presentation mode and format on the final estimates. From a substantive
169perspective, the results allow us to (a) determine whether the experts, implicitly, assume all
170emission scenarios are equally likely, (b) document the degree of inter-judge (dis)agreements
171regarding future emissions, and (c) compare the various experts’ judgments with the predic-
172tions of some of the key models.

1732 Study 1

1742.1 Methods

175We recruited 44 participants from the 2016 CD-LINKS workshop in Venice. Of those who
176reported demographic information, 69% were male, 58% had PhDs, 66% were involved with
177SSP modeling, with an average of 11-year work experience in their primary field. The experts
178were either developers or users of the SSP scenarios, and hence familiar with long-term
179emission projection scenarios.
180We partitioned the range of the 2100 greenhouse gas emissions based on the emission range
181of the SSPs (Riahi et al. 2017) into six mutually exclusive and exhaustive intervals (see Fig. 1).
182Fan (2018) has shown through simulations and experimental work that six-fold partitions do a
183good job in this context for a variety of distributions. We manipulated the widths of the
184segments and compared three conditions (see Fig. 1): (1) equally spaced bounds (Equal) and
185(2) wider segments in the central intervals (Tail) and narrower in the tails, or wider segments in
186the tails of the intervals (Center) and narrower in the center of the distributions. We randomly
187assigned participants to one of the three conditions and asked them to compare all 15 distinct
188pairs of intervals. We asked the participants to judge the relative likelihood of various possible
189ranges of 2100 CO2 emissions: “When making your judgments, please consider the emission
190development on the basis of current trends, i.e., a baseline scenario. Do not assume that
191ambitious goals are automatically implemented, but focus, instead, on a situation where
192climate policies would be mild, at best” (see Figs. A1 and A2 in the SM for experimental
193stimuli). In the IPCC special report, a baseline scenario “refers to scenarios that are based on
194the assumption that no mitigation policies or measures will be implemented beyond those that
195are already in force and/or are legislated or planned to be adopted… The term baseline
196scenario is often used interchangeably with reference scenario and no policy scenario”
197(IPCC 2018). Additionally, a baseline scenario is generally understood to be the “middle of

Fig. 1 Emission ranges (in 2100 emissions, Gt CO2/year) participants were asked to evaluate by condition
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198the road pathway, where current trends propagate towards the future” (Mogollón et al. 2018, p. 3),
199or a “middle of the road SSP2 scenario” (Lucas Q6et al. 2019, p. 489).
200More specifically, the participants judged how much more likely one interval was relative to
201the other (e.g., 2100 emissions between 60 and 90 Gt CO2/year, compared with 2100
202emissions greater than 120 Gt CO2/year). We used the constant-sum method (Torgerson
2031958) where judges respond by sliding a bar on a scale of fixed length and dividing it into
204two segments that are interpreted to reflect the ratio of interest (see Fig. A2 in the SM). These
205ratio judgments were used to derive a cumulative distribution function (cdf) that was presented
206to the respondents who were allowed to revise it, manually. To aid judgments, we showed, on
207each page, a figure that displayed the greenhouse gas emission ranges (in Gt CO2/year) of the
208five SSPs from the years 2010 to 2100 and provided the minimum, maximum, and 10–90th
209percentile of the range in IPCC Assessment Report 5 (see Fig. 1). The study concluded with a
210set of questions about the respondents and seven post-experimental questions on the ease of
211use of the method. Two respondents were chosen by random draw to receive $50 Amazon gift
212cards.

2132.2 Results

214We quantify internal inconsistency of the judgments (Crawford and Williams 1985) by the
215(log-scaled) mean square error between the judged and the corresponding ratios predicted by
216the solution (geometric means). We dropped six respondents from the analysis because their
217measures of internal inconsistency were outliers by Tukey’s rule. Let Q1 and Q3 denote the
218first and third quartiles of a distribution, respectively, and let the inter-quartile range IQR = (
219Q3–Q1). Participants with estimates greater than (Q3 + 1.5*IQR) are considered outliers
220(Tukey 1977). Thus, we analyze 38 valid experts.
221We used the experts’ judgments to estimate six points on their probability distributions of
222the emissions. Next, we used these six probabilities estimated by the procedure and interpo-
223lated linearly to obtain 38 individual cumulative probability density functions (cdfs) consisting
224of 101 points (from 0 to 1 in 0.01 increments over the − 30 to 150 Gt CO2/year range). The
225emission ranges [− 30, 150] were induced by our interpolation procedure such that − 30 was
226assigned a probability of 0, and 150 was assigned a probability of 1 for all respondents.
227The median of the 38 individual estimated medians across all judges was 54.36 Gt CO2/
228year, and the median of the individual interpolated IQRs was 58.45 Gt CO2/year (see
229Table 1 for median medians and IQR of medians). We compared the results across the
230three partitions of the range and found no statistically significant differences between the
231three partitions in terms of the median emissions (χ2(2) = 1.36; p > 0.05 using Van der
232Waerden normal scores), or the inconsistency indices (χ2(2) = 0.46; p > 0.05 using Van der

t1:1 Table 1 Median of and IQR of the median estimates in all studies

t1:2 Study Condition N Median of medians IQR of medians

t1:3 1 Baseline 38 54.4 37.0
t1:4 2 Baseline 10 71.4 37.2
t1:5 2 Paris 10 56.5 27.1
t1:6 3 Baseline 18 67.8 29.1
t1:7 3 Paris 18 45.60 31.0

All values are in Gt CO2/year
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233Waerden normal scores), so we conclude that the proposed estimation procedure is
234insensitive to the partition of the domain (Fig. 2 Q7).
235There was a large degree of inter-individual variation in the estimated subjective probabil-
236ities, as shown in the first panel of Fig. 3. The results show that most experts were not
237assigning equal probabilities to the ranges (if they were, all distributions would lie on the
238diagonal). This is remarkable, since there is empirical evidence that human judges intuitively
239default to assuming equal probabilities across states (Fox et al. 2005; Seale et al. 1995).
240Clearly, this is not the case for most experts in our study. The second panel displays three
241convex hulls of the probability distributions (around the median estimate) corresponding to the
242full data set, as well as the central 90% and 50% of estimates, at each emission level. The
243figures present the region of estimates that is shared by 90% and 50%, respectively, of the
244experts and illustrate the level on inter-expert agreement. Clearly, one can identify a core
245consensus of the experts by trimming the more extreme judgments.
246We examined the propensity of the judges to revise the cdfs extracted from their judgments.
247If the experts perceive the distribution as a faithful representation of their beliefs, we should
248expect to see only minor adjustments. Indeed, only 53% of the judges made adjustments, and
249the adjustments were minor, suggesting that the original distributions captured adequately the
250experts’ beliefs. We compared in each case the original and the modified distributions and
251calculated the absolute distance between the two at every point. The mean |revision| across
252participants was 0.06, and the median |revision| was 0.01. Only a couple of judges made more
253serious adjustments.1

Fig. 2 Development of emissions following the shared socio-economic pathways (SSPs) (Riahi et al. 2017) and
representative concentration pathways (RCPs) (van Vuuren et al. 2011). The shaded areas for the SSPs indicate
the range of outcomes of different models as captured by Riahi et al. (2017); for the RCPs, the so-called marker
scenario is shown (see van Vuuren et al. 2011). The figure also shows the literature range for baseline scenarios as
reviewed in the Fifth Assessment Report of IPCC as well as the highest and lowest scenario in the database
(Clarke et al. 2014). The range of baseline scenarios excludes the lowest and highest 10% of scenarios in the
literature in order to exclude outliers as is also done in the IPCC Chapter; no probabilistic interpretation is meant

1 Three participants (two in Study 1 and one in Study 3) produced estimates that resulted in negative median
emissions. The Study 1 participants manually revised their estimates after seeing the cdf the ratio scaling method
produced; the Study 3 participant did not revise the cdf.
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2543 Study 2

2553.1 Methods

256To test the method’s sensitivity to different scenarios, we asked a new group of experts to
257repeat the judgments under distinct climate change policies. We recruited 14 participants at
258the 2016 EMF meeting in June 2016 and retained only participants who completed both
259scenarios (N = 11). Of the nine participants who provided complete demographic infor-
260mation, eight were male; all had PhDs, with an average of 14 years of experience. We
261asked the respondents to judge the relative likelihood for all 15 pairs of emissions under no
262changes to current policies (duplicating the phrasing of the first study) and under a new
263scenario assuming implementation of the policies agreed on in the 2015 Paris Agreement.
264In the new scenario, participants were asked “when making your judgments, please
265consider what would be a realistic trajectory for future greenhouse gas emissions given
266the current status of international and national climate policies” (Fig. A4 in SM). The order
267of the two scenarios was counterbalanced across judges. To aid judgments, we included on
268each page the same graph presented in study 1 and the judges were given an opportunity to
269revise the estimated cdf after each scenario. The study concluded with the same set of
270demographic and post-experimental questions used in study 1. Two respondents were
271chosen by random draws to receive $50 Amazon gift cards.

2723.2 Results

273As expected, the interpolated median anticipated emissions under the Paris Agreement
274scenario (56.57 Gt CO2/year) were considerably lower than the estimate under the baseline
275scenario (71.38 Gt CO2/year) and, although the sample was too small for reliable statistical
276tests, a majority (7/10) of the judges confirmed this pattern. Superimposing the convex
277hulls of the central 50% and 90% estimates for the individual estimates under the two
278policies illustrates the apparent respondents’ beliefs that the Paris Agreement would lower
279emissions (Fig. 4). This demonstrates that our method is sensitive enough to reveal the

Fig. 3 Individual distributions of 2100 emissions in the baseline treatment of 38 expert judges and their 90% and
50% convex hulls (study 1). The solid blue line is the interpolated median emission at each probability
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280different expectations of the judges under these different circumstances. The judges
281revised, slightly, only five of the 20 cdfs (mean |revision| = 0.02, median |revision| =
2820.02). In other words, the judges accepted the distributions we inferred as faithful
283representations of their opinions.

2844 Study 3

285Is it possible that the experts’ judgments are anchored and affected by the graphical displays
286seen in the previous two studies? We replicated study 2 without presenting the SSP emission
287ranges shown in Fig. 1 to test this artifactual interpretation. This study was conducted a year
288after the signing of the Paris Agreement and, equally important, a few months after the US
289announced that it will leave the Paris Agreement.

2904.1 Methods

291We recruited 20 participants during the December 2017 IAMCs conference in Recife, Brazil. Of
292those who provided demographic information, 83% were male, 28% hold PhDs, 78% were
293involved in SSPmodeling, with an average of 17.19 years of work experience in their primary field.
294In addition to the timing and its possible implications about the perceptions of the Paris
295Agreement, this study differed from the second study in two respects: (1) no graphical
296representation of SSP emission ranges over the century was given to the participants while
297they made their judgments (see Fig. A10 and A12 in the SM) and (2) participants were shown
298only the emission ranges in the Equal condition (vs. the three binning conditions shown in the
299prior two studies). The experimental stimuli were otherwise identical, concluding with the
300same set of demographic and post-experimental questions used in the previous studies. Two
301participants were chosen by random draws to receive $50 Amazon gift cards.

3024.2 Results

303We eliminated the judgments of two participants because of high inconsistency Tukey’s rule
304and analyzed results of 18 participants. The median anticipated emissions under the Paris
305Agreement scenario (47.56 Gt CO2/year) were considerably lower than the estimate under the
306baseline scenario (62.96 Gt CO2/year), χ2(1) = 3.39, p > 0.05 using Van der Waerden normal
307scores. Moreover, 16/18 (88.89%) judges predicted lower medians under the Paris scenario.
308The bottom panel of Fig. 4 presents the superimposed central 50% and 90% convex hulls of
309the estimates under the two policies illustrates the shift in the respondents’ beliefs that the Paris
310Agreement would lower emissions. Confirming the pattern observed in the previous studies,
311only 24 out of 40 (60) cdfs estimated were revised, with a mean |revision| = median |revision| =
3120.01.
313It is reassuring that the individual cdfs for the baseline condition are statistically
314indistinguishable from the judgments procured from the other two studies in the baseline
315condition, χ2(2) = 5.67, p > 0.05 using Van der Waerden normal scores (also see Fig. 6).
316Similarly, the median for the Paris judgments is not significantly different from the median
317judgments for this scenario in study 2, χ2(1) = 1.97, p > 0.05. This is consistent with the
318hypothesis that the estimated cdfs do not depend on the presence of, nor are they anchored
319on, the display of the SSPs.
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3205 Analyses across the three studies

3215.1 Perceptions of the new procedure

322We start with an observation that, in line with the division among scholars concerning
323probabilistic information associated to long-term scenarios, some experts did not fill in
324the survey because they felt that assigning probabilities to scenarios was problematic.
325This is an important caveat to any statement concerning the acceptability of our method
326within the wider integrated assessment modeling community. The distribution of re-
327sponses to the post-experimental questions is displayed in Fig. 5. The first four rows
328summarize responses to questions about the procedure itself and the last three rows refer
329to questions pertaining to the confidence in the estimated distributions. A strong majority

Fig. 4 Convex hulls for the baseline and the Paris Agreement policy judgments in study 2 (top left): 50%; top
right: 90%) and study 3 (bottom left: 50%; bottom right: 90%). All carbon emission units in Gt CO2/year

Fig. 5 Distribution of respondents’ reactions to the task across the three studies (N = 66)
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330of respondents rated the procedure favorably in terms of ease of use and expressed a high
331level of confidence in their judgments. The noticeable exception is the fact that respon-
332dents exhibited surprisingly low expectations of agreement between their projections and
333those of other experts!

3345.2 Comparison with other emission ranges for the year 2100 in the literature

335How do expert judgments compare to the emission ranges generated by the modeling
336work aiming at projecting the storylines embedded in the SSPs? In Fig. 6, we include
337data from each of 66 experts in the two studies (for the baseline scenario only), as well
338as medians of all the experts in each of the studies, against the background of the
339ranges of the five SSPs that were shown to the experts (Riahi et al. 2017, and Figs. A1
340and A2 in the SM). Each line in this figure displays the median projection as well as
341the central 50% of the distribution (IQR) and the central 90% of the distribution. We
342also include the 2100 emission distributions generated by the six models compared in
343the multi-model exercise aiming at exploring key drivers of emissions (Gillingham
344et al. 2018). Specifically, we present the central 50% (solid lines) and the 90% (dotted
345lines) of the distributions, which are plotted in ascending order (sorted by their median
346projections).2 Most experts’ medians and IQRs seem to adhere to the SSP ranges. This
347may be because SSPs are the main source of knowledge in the field and because we
348provided them in the judgment task. The experts’ distributions are also comparable to
349the six distributions generated by the uncertainty analysis in Gillingham et al. (2018),
350but there are interesting differences. On average, the models’ predictions are signifi-
351cantly higher using a Wilcoxon test (median of models = 87.27 and median of experts =
35257.64; W = 46.00, p = .002).
353In fact, one of the models’ distributions from the Gillingham et al. (2018) uncertainty
354analyses predicts higher median emissions than each of the 66 experts in our study, and all
355of the Gillingham et al. (2018) models are in the highest quartile of the distributions in our
356samples. The distribution inferred from the models also has higher IQRs (median IQR of
357models = 85.79 and median IQR of experts = 52.26), but the difference is not statistically
358significant (Levene’s test, W = 105.00, p = .059). The variability between the experts’
359median predictions is similar between the six models (SDs = 28.5 and 17.42, respectively;
360F(70, 1) = 1.77, p > 0.05. Figure A13 also presents similar results for the alternative
361scenario (under the Paris Agreement) based on the estimates from studies 2 and 3 and
362the same models. This particular pattern is consistent with, at least, two hypotheses. One
363possibility is that the experts’ judgments reflect some degree of “group-think” as they are
364affected by commonly shared perceptions that permeate the field (see Broomell and
365Budescu 2009 for a model of inter-expert agreement). This effect may be stronger for
366the experts than for the models because the model-based estimates are derived indepen-
367dently using distinct assumptions and parameter estimates and are less susceptible to this
368group-think phenomenon. This can also explain the higher between-model variability. A
369second possible explanation relies on the nature of the uncertainty experiment performed
370in Gillingham et al. (2018). The analyses in Gillingham et al. (2018) assume uncorrelated

2 Three participants (two in Study 1 and one in Study 3) produced estimates that resulted in negative median
emissions. The Study 1 participants manually revised their estimates after seeing the cdf the ratio scaling method
produced; the Study 3 participant did not revise the cdf.
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371probability distributions of two key drivers (i.e., population growth and economic growth).
372Failing to account for potential correlations among the two key drivers (population and
373economic growth) may have led to the wider ranges of estimates in Gillingham et al.
374(2018). Of course, the two explanations are not mutually exclusive.
375We also look at the proportion of participants whose estimated medians fell in each of five
376SSP ranges (Table 2), across both scenarios. The medians are not distributed equally across the
377SSPs. For the baseline scenario, 24% of the medians fell within the SSP1 range, 21% within
378the SSP2 range, and 14% within the SSP3 range. For the Paris scenario, 46% of estimated
379medians fell within SSP1, 18% of responses fell within the SSP2 ranges, and 11% within the
380SSP3 range. Interestingly, only 5% of respondents fell within the range of SSP5 for baseline
381and none for the Paris scenario. No medians fell above this range.

Fig. 6 Carbon emissions in 2100: the central 50% (solid lines) and 90% (dotted lines) distributions across all
experts for study 1–3 (‘baseline scenario’, markers distinguishing across the three studies); in pink, results from
the 6 MUP models (Gillingham et al. 2018), and ranges for the 5 SSPs (van Vuuren and Carter 2014)

t2:1 Table 2 Distribution of participants whose medians fall within SSP ranges across all studies

t2:2 SSP Range Baseline (N) Paris (N)

t2:3 < 22 9 (14%) 2 (7%)
t2:4 1 [22, 49] 16 (24%) 13 (46%)
t2:5 4 [34, 44] 7 (11%) 4 (14%)
t2:6 2 [64, 75] 14 (21%) 5 (18%)
t2:7 3 [76, 130] 14 (21%) 3 (11%)
t2:8 5 [104, 115] 3 (5%) 0
t2:9 > 115 0 0

All values are in Gt CO2/year. In baseline condition, 22 of the responses did not fall within any SSP range and 10
responses fell within two of the SSP ranges

In the Paris condition, seven of the responses did not fall within any SSP range and four responses fell within two
SSP ranges
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3826 General discussion

383The three studies presented in this paper have both methodological and substantive implica-
384tions. Methodologically, they represent, to our knowledge, the first attempt to establish the
385feasibility of the ratio judgment method for subjective probability estimation with substantive
386experts in their field of expertise. One could argue that the ultimate test of any procedure is its
387ability to predict accurately the target event being forecasted. Although we may never be able
388to perform this test (e.g., if the governments decide to move away from baseline scenarios
389towards decarbonization), results are very encouraging in many other respects. The procedure
390was (a) shown to be invariant under different partitions of the random variable (study 1), (b)
391sufficiently sensitive to reflect minor manipulations of descriptions in the scenario underlying
392the target variable (studies 2 and 3), (c) relative insensitive to the presentation format of the
393stimuli (study 2 compared to study 3), (d) judged positively by most users, and (e) perceived to
394lead to faithful representations of their views, as demonstrated by the fact that most of the
395experts did not revise their estimates (and mean revisions were minimal). The last finding is
396particularly important as experts often do not feel at ease with other methods (e.g., the use of
397open-ended questions or direct probability elicitation).
398The results also add to our understanding of experts’ perceptions of, and expectations
399about, future emissions at one point in time (the year 2100). There is a tradition of
400excellent papers involving direct elicitation of climate change experts’ subjective proba-
401bility distributions on a number of climatic indicators (e.g., Bamber and Aspinall 2013;
402Morgan et al. 2006; Morgan and Keith 1995; Nordhaus 1994a). These studies vividly
403illustrate the divergence of opinions in the field. The same applies to the assessments in
404this study as estimated from their ratio judgments (see Figs. 1 and 4) and is also echoed
405by the respondents’ own perceptions (see Fig. 5). Perhaps surprisingly, for a small
406minority of experts, negative emissions are possible under the baseline condition (three
407experts had interpolated medians below 0), which may be due to optimism bias, or the
408phenomenon of perceiving bad outcomes as less likely than reality might suggest. But it
409could also derive from the inability of models to foresee disruptive changes in the
410availability and use of new technologies. Consider, as a hypothetical example, a rapid
411diffusion of a technology that relies on carbon dioxide that would be most cost effectively
412captured from the atmosphere. This could lead to negative emissions even in the absence
413of strong climate policies.
414Despite the disagreements documented, the convex hulls of these distributions (especially
415to 50%) illustrate that there is a relatively narrow and homogeneous range of distribution that
416could be used to represent the experts’ consensus, given current state of knowledge. This
417information complements other existing studies (e.g., Gillingham et al. 2018) and provides a
418useful aid to the users of scenario’s projections.
419Interestingly, the median emission levels projected by the experts under the Paris Agree-
420ment scenario (57 Gt CO2/year) were much higher than those required to reach the target of
421global mean temperature “well below 2°C”. The 2100 emissions of the SSP-based scenarios
422leading to 2.6 W/m2 (corresponding to a likely chance of staying below 2 °C), for instance,
423show an average value of − 10.4 Gt CO2, with a full range from − 27.5 to 0 (Gasser et al. 2015;
424Schleussner et al. 2016). The implication is that the respondents believe that the Paris
425Agreement will lead to lower emissions, but it is ultimately insufficient for reaching its overall
426goal. The median emission levels for the Paris Agreement scenario were consistent with the
427range reported by models projecting that climate action continues after 2030 at a level of
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428ambition that is similar to that of the Intended Nationally Determined Contributions (INDCs)
429(see Fig. 2, Rogelj et al. 2015).
430Most importantly, experts in our studies do not believe the distribution of expected
431emissions to be uniform over the range covered by the SSP scenarios. This observation
432suggests that developers and users of scenarios have a responsibility to use them without
433assuming equiprobability. In addition, they should warn planners and policy makers and
434think of ways to steer them away from this convenient, and easy to endorse, default
435assumption. Although the method seems to work well and generate sensible estimates,
436they are still embedded in deep uncertainty. The validity of any emission outcomes
437estimated by our method will be necessarily dependent on factors such as time and
438changes in circumstances and policy. This, of course, also applies to the alternative
439methods discussed in this paper.
440Our method provides useful inputs for further analyses. The results could be used, for
441example, with probabilistic inversion techniques that can derive complex and potentially
442correlated model parameters from expert assessments (e.g., Cooke et al. 2006; Fuller et al.
4432017). The results from this step can then be used to test the effects of parameter correlations
444discussed above. As a second example, the correlated model parameter estimates can be used
445to unveil key drivers of emissions and the uncertainties surrounding them (e.g., Butler et al.
4462014a, b). This step can then inform the design of new mission-oriented research projects (cf.
447Christensen et al. 2018; Lutz et al. 2014; Wong and Keller 2017).
448Projections of climate changes and the design of climate risk-management strategies hinge
449critically on baseline scenarios of greenhouse gas emissions. These studies are often silent on
450the deep uncertainty surrounding the emission scenarios or use ad hoc assumptions. These
451methodological choices can lead to poor outcomes. We demonstrate one possible way to help
452to mitigate this problem by obtaining probabilistic information from the experts who devel-
453oped these scenarios in the first place.
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